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This invention relates to improvements in well drilling 
apparatus and more particularly, but not by way of limi 
tation, to a telescopic drill joint particularly designed and 
constructed for facilitating the drilling of a well bore 
from a ?oating barge, drilling platform, or the like. 
There is much activity today in the petroleum industry 

in the drilling of “off-shore” well bores, and the like, 
for the recovery of petroleum products from deposits 
beneath lakes, or other water areas. It is comm-on prac 
tice to erect or position a drilling platform or barge in 
the vicinity of the petroleum deposit in order to provide 
a drilling site for the usual drilling operation. As a 
result, the drilling platforms are often disposed in the 
water, and are usually so arranged as to adjust to the 
vertical ?uctuations of the water due to swells, and the 
like. Thus, the drilling platform substantially continu 
ally rises and falls during the drilling operation, and as a 
result, the drill string, which extends downwardly from 
the drilling platform and through the water, is moving 
up and down substantially continually during the drilling 
operation. This makes it very diificult to maintain a con 
stant pressure on the drill bit and is a problem in this 
type of drilling operation. 
The present invention contemplates a novel telescopic 

drill collar or joint adapted to be interposed in the drill 
string above the drill bit whereby vertical ?uctuations 
of the drill string due to the movement of the drilling 
platform will not be transmitted to the drill bit. The 
telescopic action of the drill joint permits the upper por 
tion of the drill string to reciprocate freely with the 
movement of the drilling barge and absorbs the vertical 
movement thereof for precluding translation of the mo 
tion to the lower portion of the drill string and the bit 
carried thereby. Thus, the bit is undisturbed by the 
?uctuations of the drilling platform, and the pressure on 
the drill bit may be maintained substantially constant 
throughout the drilling operation. 
The novel drill joint is provided with inner and outer 

telescopic members having complementary male and fe 
male splines whereby the inner and outer sleeves may be 
locked in a telescopically collapsed position during low 
ering of the drill string. Subsequent to the lowering of 
the drill string in the 'well bore, the splined connection 
may be readily disengaged to release the locking en 
gagement between the telescopic members and permit 
relative longitudinal movement therebetween. In this 
position, a drive connection is provided between the tele 
seopic members whereby rotation of the upper portion 
of the drill string is transmitted to the lower portion 
thereof and to the drill bit. This driving connection 
combined with the telescopic action of the drill joint 
provides for a continual drilling operation without trans 
mitting vertical movement of the drilling barge to the 
drill bit. Any vertical ?uctuations of the drilling plat 
form which tend to raise and lower the upper portion of 
the drill string are absorbed by the telescopic action of 
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the drill joint, and the lower portion of the drilling string, 
which carries the drill bit, is not affected thereby. In 
addition, sealing means is provided between the telescopic 
sleeves to preclude upward ?ow of the drilling ?uid in 
the annular space between the telescopic members and 
assure circulation of the ?uid through the central bore 
of the tool, and to the drill bit. 

It is an important object of this invention to provide 
a novel drill joint adapted to be interposed in a drill 
string for facilitating the drilling of well bores in petro 
leum deposits located under water. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a novel 
drill joint particularly designed and constructed for main 
taining a substantially constant pressure on a drill bit dur 
ing drilling operations performed from a ?oating drilling 
platform. 

Another object or" this invention is to provide a novel 
telescopic drill joint wherein the telescopic action thereof 
absorbs vertical ?uctuations of a ?oating drilling barge to 
preclude transmission of the ?uctuations to the drill bit. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a novel 
telescopic drill joint wherein el?cient ?uid circulation 
through the tool is assured for facilitating the drilling 
operation. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a novel 

drill joint adapted to be interposed in a drill string 
whereby a combined driving connection and telescopic 
action is obtained between the upper and lower portions 
of the drill string in order to maintain a substantially con 
stant pressure on the drill bit during a drilling operation. 
A still further object of this invention is to provide a 

telescopic drill joint for facilitating drilling of a well 
bore from a ?oating drilling platform and wherein the 
telescopic members thereof may be locked in a collapsed 
engagement during lowering of the drill string into a well 
bore. 
A still further object of this invention is to provide a 

novel telescopic drill joint for facilitating the drilling of 
subterranean well bores and which provides for the in 
sertion of additional sections of drill pipe in the drill 
‘string without raising the drill bit at the bottom of the 
well bore. 

It is a still further object of this invention to provide 
a novel telescopic drill joint for facilitating the drilling 
of a Well bore from a ?oating drilling platform and which 
is simple and e?icient in operation and economical and 
durable in construction. 

Other and further objects and advantageous features of 
the present invention will hereinafter more fully appear 
in connection with a detailed description of the drawings 
in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a broken elevational view partly in sec 

tion of the upper portion of a telescopic drill joint em 
bodying the invention and depicted in a telescopically 
collapsed position. 
FIGURE 1A is a broken elevational view partly in 

section of the lower portion of a telescopic drill join-t 
embodying the invention and depicted in a telescopically 
collapsed position. 
FIGURE 2 is a sectional View taken on line 2—2 of 

FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 3 is a sectional view taken on line 3—3 of 

FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 4 is a sectional view taken on line 4—~4 of 

FIGURE 1A. 



. string (not shown). 
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FIGURE 5 is a viewsimilar to FIGURE 1 depicting, 

the telescopic drill joint in an extended posi.tion.~ 
FIGURE 5A is a View similar to FIGURE lA'de 

picting the telescopic drill joint in an extended position. 
Referring to the drawings in detail, referencecharac 

ter 10 generally indicates a telescopic drill joint compris 
ing an ‘upper sub member 12 having a threaded box por-~ 
tion 14 adapted to engage the upper portion of a drill 

The sub member 12 is threadedlyj 
secured at 16 to an inner drive mandrel 18 which is tele 
scopically disposed within an outer’ sleeve or drive body 
20. A drive bushing 22 is threadedly connected at 24 to 
the upper end of the drive body 20. for a purpose as will 
be hereinafter set forth. . The inner periphery 26 of the; 
drive bushing 22 is preferably of a substantially square 
cross-sectional con?guration, but not limited thereto, and 

the upper sub 12,v as clearly shown -in FIGURE 1, 
whereby the‘engagement between the lower end 28‘ of 
the sub 12 and the upper end 30 of the bushing 22 will 
limit the downward movement of the inner mandrel 183 
with respect to the outer sleeve 20. ' V 

The inner drive mandrel 18 is preferably of a sub-'7 
stantially square outer cross sectional con?guration‘com 
plementary to the square con?guration of the inner periph 
ery 26 of the drive bushing 22. 'However, it is to be 
understood that thecon?gurationof the two comple 
mentary drive members may be of substantially any 
suitablecon?guration, and‘ is not limited to the square 
shape depicted herein. The upper portion 32 of the 
inner drive mandrel 18 is of a rounded outer cross sec 
tionalcon?guration to permit rotation of the inner man 
drel 18 with respect to" the drive bushing 22 (and the 
outer drive body 20 in the collapsed position of the tool 
or drill joint, 10, as will be hereinafter set forth in detail. 
The inner periphery 26 of the drive bushing 22 may be 
lined with ‘a suitable anti-friction bearing member (not 
shown), if desired, for facilitating the telescopic action 

. of the drill joint 19. 
The lower end 34 of the mandrel 18 is reduced to pro- " 

vide a circular neckrportion and an annular shoulder 36, 
and is provided with a threaded portion 38 conterminous 
with the shoulder 36 for’ receiving a ring 4% having a suit 
able‘ resilient piston or cup member 42 carried thereby. A 
follower ring 44 maybe threadedly secured below the 
packing carrying ring 40 for retaining the ring and cup 42 ‘ 
in position. The outer periphery of the cup 42 continually 
bears against the inner periphery of the outer'drive body r ' 
20 for precluding any upward ?ow of ?uid in the annular 
space 46 between the inner ‘mandrel 18 and the outer main 
drel 2t). . a 

A spline body 48 is threadedly secured at 50 to the-re?~ 
duced lower neck portion 34 of the inner drive body 18, 
and is provided with at least .two diametrically opposed 
outwardly extending substantially J-shaped spline mem 
bers 52. vThe J-shaped spline members 52 are provided 
with diverging upwardly curving arcuate shoulders 54- and i 
56 (FIGURE 1A) in communication with longitudinally 
extending passageways 58. The passageways 58 areropen 
at both the top ‘and bottom ends thereof, and are circurn-. 
ferentially spaced or interposed between eachv J-‘splin'e 
member 52. A second longitudinal passageway 60 is 

’ formed by each J-spline 52 and is spaced from the'respec 
tive passageway 58 to provide a pocket having thelower 1 
end 62 thereof closed. The passageways 58' are, in open’ 
communication with the respective passageway 60 through 
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purpose as will be hereinafter-(set forth; 'A longitudinally, 7 
extending shoulder 63 is provided by the longer leg 78 of, 1; 
the J-splines 52 and each shoulder 6% extends upwardly, " 
from the respective pocket 6% to a point slightly below the. , 

' upper end of the’ spline body 48.. It is to be» understood , ' 
that any desirednumben of. l-s‘pline members-52. may bev 
provided on the spline body 48, but two' diametrically‘ 
opposedsplines, as shown herein, are preferred. Q - 
A plurality of inwardly extendinglug membe'rs72 are‘ -' 

provided on the;inner periphery of‘the outer sleeve 20 and ~ . 
are spacedzupwardly fromthe lower end thereof. It is Y a 
preferable to provide a lug member 72 ‘corresponding to » 
each longitudinal passageway 58, and each of the lugs :7 2_is. 
disposed in substantial alignment with one of thes-?at sides ,. e 
of the square shaped inne'r'periphe'r'y of the drive bushing . _ = 
22. ,In this manner,‘ alignment between the passageways 
and the respective lugs 72' will facilitate alignment between 
the drive bushing 22‘ randrthe square portion of the inner; 
mandrel 18 :during operation ‘of theidr-ill joint 10." 
The lowenend of the outer drive body.v 20,.is threaded'atl 

74 to receive a'lower bushing 7 6, which'in turn isprovided 
" with a pin connection‘ 78 at» its lower end for connection 
with the. lower portion‘of the; drill stringinotishown). 
Thus, the upper sub'member v12 may be 'thr'eadedly con-- . 
nected with. the: upper portion .ofthe drill string andtheK 
lower bushing member 76 may be'threadedly secured to - 
the lower portion" of thedrill string for interpositionjof the, 
drill collaror joint 10 therein. In addition, the inner drive 1 
body ‘18' and spline body 48 are provided with a’ central 
bore 80 extending ‘therethrough to‘ provide a ?uid’ c-ircula‘—~ 

' t'ion passageway through the drill collar 
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a substantially horizontally extending passageway 64_ . 
formed by the termination of the'upper end of the shorter . 
leg 66 of each I-spline 52. > 

e The lower portion of passagewaySS and the correspond~ 
ing passageways wand 64 provide a continuous passage 
way substantially surrounding or in association with each 
I-spline 52, and each continuous passageway thus formed 
is preferably-disposed in substantial alignment with one of 
the ?at sides of the square shaped inner mandrel '18 for av 
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, Operation’ 7 . 

. When it is desired to drill a well bore, or thelik'e,'from' a 
, ?oating bargev or drilling platform (not shown)f,'the drill - ' 
collar 10 may b'e'interposed in the drill string (not shown) 
as hereinbefore set forth; During'the lowering, of the drill‘ ’ 
string through thewaterxand into the well bore, it is prefer-' 
able that the. drill joint 10 be telescopically collapsed and 
locked in this contracted position.' In order‘to accomplish 
this, the inner mandrel 18 vmay be lowered within the 
outer body.‘ 20; until the upper end 30 of thBsdI'lVe bushing 
22 is brought into engagement with'the lower end .28 of the 
sub member 12. As. the inner body 18 is lowered within a 
the outer sleeve 20, the J-sPlines-Slwillgbe brought into’ , 
contact with thelugs 72; Thevarcuate‘configuration of . 
the shoulders 54 and, 56 will .facilitate'engagement. of the‘ 

; lugs 72 with the respective passageways '58, “and the con?’ 
t-inuedlowering of the inner sleeve '18 will cause the lugs; 
72 to enter the: passageways 58. ;It,is to be noted, thatthe 
rounded portion v32 of the innermandrellS will be’posiw 
tioned within therdri've bushing ‘22 in'this lowered, position . 
of the‘mandrel 18 with respect. tothe outer sleeve 7,20 as 
shown in FIGURE 1, thus permitting rotation of the'inner, 
body '18 with respect'to thejouteribody 26.. ‘In addition; 
the length of travel of the'inner body 18 withinthe outer 
body 24} is such that the lugs '72‘may move upwardly with; > 
in the passageways 58 suf?ciently to, clear the upper endyof I , 
theishort leg 56 of the J-splines 52, but not su?iciently" to . a 
clear the upper end of the longer legs-'79 thereof. This; " . 
assures that there will be no accidental disengagement’ of; _ 
the lugs from the J-splines duringithe locking operation. ' 

Subsequent, to the .lowering‘ofpth'e inner body, 18 within 
the outer body 201, the inner body 18 may be rotated in a‘ 
clockwise ‘direction, this moVingftheJ-spline's 52§With re- :" 
spect to the lugs 72 until the‘longitudinalshoulders 68 are 
brought into engagement therewith as shown in FIGURE i 

In "this position, the'inuer body "18 may be raised‘ 
slightly within the outer body 20‘, and the pockets ‘6% - 
will thus be moved into engagement :with the'lugs172Q 
The drill joint 10 is now latched or locked in thetelescopi- ' 
cally collapsed orcontracted position, and the drill ‘string ' 
may be‘lowered in the well bore in the’ usual manner. The‘ 
outer drive body; 29 and lower-portion-oft’ the drill string, { 
carryingthe drill bit (notqshown) .will'be suspended or? 

1A. 
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supported by the connection between the lugs '72 and the 
shoulder 62 provided at the bottom of the pocket so. 
When the drill string is lowered to the desired position 

within the well bore, the upper portion of the drill string 
may be lowered slightly for moving the inner drive body 
18 downwardly until the lower shoulder 28 of the sub 17% 
is brought into contact with the upper shoulder 3d of the 
driving bushing 22. This action lowers the l-splines 52 
with respect to the lugs 72 for removing the lugs 72 from 
the pockets 6d. The upper portion of the drill string may 
then be rotated ina counterclockwise direction for rotation 
of the inner drive body 18 to position the passageways 53 
in alignment with the lugs 72. This position is achieved 
when the lugs 72 are brought into engagement with the 
longer leg 7%? of the adjacent J-splines 52. A vertical up 
ward movement of the upper port-ion of the drill string 
will then move the inner mandrel l8 upwardly within ti 
outer sleeve 20 and disengage the spline body ltd from '= 
connection with the lugs 72. 
As ereinbefore set forth, the passageways on the 

body are in alignment with the respective flat suria 

72 are in alignment with the ?at surfaces of the quare 
inner periphery 2d of the drive bushing 22. Thus, the 
complementary square con?gurations will be in substantial 
alignment and a continued upward movement of the drill 
string and inner mandrel 18 will move the square portion 
of the mandrel 18 into the square portion 26 of the drive 
bushing 22 to provide a drive connection therebetween, 
as shown in FIGURES 5 and 5A. In this position, rota 
tion of the upper portion of. the drill string is transmitted 
to the lower portion of the drill string and drill bit through 
the drive connection between the inner drive body 18 and 
the drive ‘bushing 22 and outer drive body 2h. 
The ‘drilling operation may then be continued in the 

usual manner, with rotation of the upper portion of the 
drill string being transmitted to the lower portion thereof 
and the drill bit carried thereby. In addition, the pressure 
on the bit may be maintained substantially constant since 
the weight on the bit willbe in accordance with the com 
bined weight of the outer drive body 2% and the drill col 
lars disposed therebelow. Since the lower portion of the 
drill string and the drill bit are not raised in the well bore, 
the weight on the bit remains constant at all times ‘during 
the drilling operation. 
When the drilling platform or barge ?uctuates with 

changes in the water due to swells, and the like, the upper 
portion of the drill string is usually raised or lowered 
accordingly. It will be readily apparent that vertical re 
ciprocation of the upper portion of the drill string will 
cause the inner mandrel 18 to move or reciprocate within 
the outer drive body 26. However, the length of the 
square portion of the inner drive mandrel 13 is suf? 
cient to provide an extended length of drive connection 
with the drive bushing, and thus reciprocation of the 
inner mandrel 18 Within the outer mandrel 2!) will not 
interfere with the continued rotation of the lower por 
tion of the drill string and drill bit carried thereby. it 
is to be noted that a complete separation of the inner 
mandrel 18 from the outer sleeve it} upon an upward 
movement of the inner sleeve 18 will be precluded by 
the engagement between the ring 4t} and the lower end 
of the drive bushing 22. Furthermore, fluid circulation 
through the drill string and drill joint 19 is assured 
since the cup member 42 provides a sealing engagement 
between the inner and outer mandrels to preclude‘up 
ward movement of the fluid in the annular space 46 
therebetween. 

In the event it is desired to insert additional sections 
of drill pipe in the drill string during the drilling opera 
tion, the telescopic drill joint it) may be utilized as a 
slip joint whereby the upper portion of the drill string 
may be raised without disturbing the lower portion 
thereof, or the drill bit. The telescopic action of the 
drill joint provides for extension of the drill joint with 
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out a complete separation thereof, thus facilitating the 
addition or" drill pipe to the drill string. 
From the foregoing, it will be apparent that the pres 

ent invention provides a novel telescopic drill collar 
particularly designed and constructed for facilitating the 
drilling of well bores, and the like, in under water loca 
tions. Fluctuations of the drilling platform due to water 
swells, or the like, are absorbed by the telescopic ac 
tion of the novel drill joint whereby the lower portion 
of the drill string and the drill bit carried thereby will 
remain undisturbed during the drillirn7 operation. In 
this manner, the pressure or weight on the bit may be 
maintained substantially constant since the entire weight 
on the bit is determined by the combined weights of 
the outer drive body and the drill collars secured there 
below. In addition, the novel telescopic drill joint pro 
vides a slip joint for the drill string for facilitating the 
insertion of additional sections of drill pipe therein when 
it is necessary to increase the length of the drill string. 
The novel telescopic drill collar is simple and er'dcient 
in operation and economical and durable in construction. 

Whereas, the present invention has been described in 
particular relation to the drawings hereto, it should be 
understood that other and further modi?cations, apart 
from those shown or suggested herein, may be made 
within the spirit and scope of this invention. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A telescopic drill joint comprising a pair of tele 

scopically arranged drive bodies interposed in a drill 
string, means provided on one of said bodies to permit 
independent rotationv thereof with respect to the other 
or" said drive bodies in a telescopically collapsed posi 
tion therebetween, spline means cooperating between the 
drive bodies for lockin<3 the bodies in a telescopically 
collapsed position, said spline means comprising lug 
means carried by one of said bodies and passageway 
means provided on the other of said bodies for receiv 
ing the lug means therein, said passageway means in 
cluding an offset portion for receiving the lugs in the 
telescopically collapsed position of the drive bodies, said 
spline means responsive to rotational and vertical move 
ment of one of said drive bodies with respect to the other 
of said drive bodies to release the locking engagement 
therebetween and permit free reciprocation of the said 
one drive body with respect to the other throughout an 
extended length of engagement between the two drive 
bodies, and means cooperating between the drive bodies 
to provide a drive connection there-between in combina 
tion with a reciprocal action of said one drive body in 
the released position of the spline means and through 
out the said extended length of engagement whereby 
vertical movement of one drive body is independent of 
the other drive body. 

2. A telescopic drill collar comprising a mandrel 
adapted to be secured to the upper portion of a drill 
string, avsecond mandrel telescopically arranged with 
respect to the ?rst mandrel and adapted to be secured 
to the lower portion of a drill string, means cooperating 
between the mandrels' to provide a driving engagement 
therebetween for transmitting rotation from the upper 
portion of the drill string to the lower portion through~ 
out an extended length of telescopic movement between 
the mandrels, means provided on at least one of said 
mandrels to permit independent rotation thereof in a 

telescopically contracted position between the said drels, a plurality of passageways provided on one of said 

mandrels and each passageway having at least one open 
end, each passageway being provided with an offset recess 
having one closed end, a plurality of lug members pro 
vided on the other of said mandrels and adapted to 
engage the closed end of the otfset recess in the tele 
scopically contracted position between the mandrels to 
provide a locking engagement therebetween, said lugs 

” being removed through the open ends of the passage 
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Ways upon vertical and rotational movement of ‘one/fof ' 
the mandrelsrto permit a free reciprocation of at least: 
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one of the mandrels'with respect to the other through - 
an extended length of driving engagement therebetween, 
saidindepeudent reciprocal movement and ‘drive con 
nection cooperating to preclude transfer of vertical 
movement ofthe upper. portion of the drill string to, they 
lower portion thereof; 7 H i V V, 

3. A telescopic drill collar comprisingan inner man 
dreladapted to be secured to the upper portion of a drill 
string, an outer mandrel adapted to be secured to the " 
lower portion of a drill ‘string and telescopically arranged 
with r'espectyto the inner mandrel, means cooperating, 

10 

between the‘mandrels'to provide a driving engagement 
therebetween and comprising a drive bushingtcarried by 
the, outer mandrel and a drive portion provided on the 
inner mandrel for cooperation with'the drive bushing to 
transmit rotation from the upper portion of thedrill ' 
string to the lower portion thereof throughout ‘an BX-f 
tended telescopic travel of one ‘of the ‘mandrels with 
respect to the other, means provided on the inner man 
.drelto permit independent rotation thereof in, a tele-V 
scopicallyycollapsed positiodbetween the mandrels, a 
plurality of lugs provided on the outer mandrel, a plu 
rality’ of passageways provided on the inner mandrel and‘ 
each having’one open end and an o?set'portion hav 
ing a closed end, the open endof each passageway being , 
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provided for receiving a lug therein upon a downward ' 
movement of the inner mandrel with respect 'to the outerv 
mandrel, said lugs engageable with said closed’ end of 
said o?’set portions totprovide a locking engagement be 
tween the mandrels upon a rotational and subsequent 
upward movement of the inner'mandrel, said lugsadapted 
for disengagement from the o?set portions upon a down‘ 
Ward movement ‘of the inner mandrel and disengageable ; 
from said passageways upon a reverse rotational move 
ment and a subsequent upwardrmovement of the inner, 
mandrel to permit free reciprocation of the inner man 
drel with respect to the outer mandrel throughout the 
said extended telescopic travel, means limiting the clown 

' ward movement of the inner mandrel with respect to\ 
the outer mandrel, and means precluding a complete, 
eparation ofithe inner and outer mandrels during the 

telescopic action therebetween; 
4. A telescopic drill collar as set forth in claim 3 = 

wherein ?uid passageway means is provided throughout 1 
the length of the drill collar,~and seal means interposed ' 
between the inner androuter mandrels for precluding up 
ward ?ow of the ?uid therebetween to assure an ef?cient ' 
circulation of fluid through the drill collar. ’ ‘ 

5. A telescopic drill joint comprising a ?rst'rnandrel 
adapted to be secured to the upper portion of a drill‘ 
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string, a second mandrel telescopically arranged with re-t 7’ 
spect to the ?rst mandrel ‘and adapted to be secured to 

means'therein, said passageway means including anoif 
set portion for receiving’the lug means therein upon a 

the lower portion of the drill string, means provided one-55 
the ?rst mandrel to permit'independe‘n-t rotation thereof‘ 
in a telescopically collapsed’ position between the Imam-1 
,drels, passageway means provided on the ?rst mandrel, 7 
'lug means‘ provided on'thesecond'mandrel, said passage 
way means having one open end >for receiving the lug 7 
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combined left handrotational and vertical'dow'nwardj 
movement of the ?rst mandrel with respect to the second ' 
mandrel for locking the‘ mandrels in a telescopically con- 1 
tracted. position and said lugs, being removed from the 
o?set portion by a right hand rotational and vertical up- ' 
wardmovement of the ?rst mandrel with respect to the 
second mandrel for releasing the locking engagement 

drels for transmitting rotation from the upper portion 
of the drill string to the lower portion thereof in the re- ' 
leased position'of the mandrels and throughout an ex-, ' 
tended telescopic engagement therebetween, and said 

.‘70 
therebetween, drive means cooperating between the man 
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drive connection’ :and telescopic; action cooperating 1to' - 
preclude transfer of ‘verticalliltretuationsiiof jthe: upper 
portion of theidrillstring to thelo'wer portion thereof, " 

6. A telescopic drillijoint asisetirforthin,clainrS and 
having meanslforlimiting the. downward ,movem‘ent’of , 
one mandrel? with respect‘ to the other, ‘and means'vfor 
precluding vcomplete separation .iof. the-mandrels?during ; ' 
the telescopic action 'thereoii? 

7. A telescopic drill joint as set forth'in claim 5 ‘and: 
having a ?uid passageway extending ,longitudinallythere 

' through, and sealingfmeans interposed betweenthe man? s ' 
drels. for precluding upward?ow- ofi?uid'jtherebetween ' ‘ 
for assuring anie?icie'nt' circulation'of ?uid throughsthe' L 
drill joint. 

8. A telescopic .drill itool comprising ,r‘nandreli 
means adapted'to besecured to “the lower; p'ortion'o? a1 _ 
drill string, Second 'mandrelqmeans telescopically Yarli is 
ranged withxrespect.*tolfthel ?rst mandrel’Z means and 
adapted to be secured =10, the flipper portionr-of 'adrill " 7 
string,‘ spline means cooperating’ between _-the:mrandrels:r " 
and responsive tojverticalandqrotational _movements of ' 
'one‘of said mandrelimeansiorylocking >_both/.~m_andr'el 
means in a telescopically collapsed ;position,;-said spline,v , 
means comprising a plurality of: lug members carried by; 
the ?rst mandrelmeans, a plurality'iof passageways‘pro 
videdon thBpSQCOIld mandrel, eachiofls'aid passageways 
having one open end for’ receiving a lug therein vand hav- 
ing an offset portion zwith a closedend .for, receivingfa‘: 
lug member thereagainst in the locked position of jthew‘ 
mandrel means, said spline means responsive to reverse’. 
vertical and rotational movement ofithe Jsaidrsione" man 
drel means for. releasing the locking-engagement and per 
mitting free reciprocation of the said ,oneimandrel ‘means, 
swithirespect to the otherithroughoutian extended length' 
of engagement between the rtwojmandrels',»rneans5~co-’_V i 
operating between the?rstrand vsecond mandrel ~means 

' to' provide. a drivers connection’therebetweenjin- the re-‘ 
leased position of the spline meansand throughout the * 
said extended length of telescopic ‘travel, means provided 
onrthe second mandrel, means’to permit independent‘ro, 

V tation thereof in the collapseditelescopic position between " 
the mandrel‘ means',,and' said reciprocation-actioniand ' 
driveconnection cooperating to ‘preclude transmitting of 
any vertical fluctuations of the upper'portion of- the drill ' 
string to the lower portion: thereof during :a ‘drilling op- ' 
eration, and seal means cooperating between the manlg 
drel means for-precluding, upward passagez‘of?iiid there-1‘v 

= between to assure e?‘icient-?uid vcirculatior'iithrough-the1i 
drill tool.v - - 

9. A ‘telescopic dI‘llL'jOlDlZ; comprising an innerJman-h 
drel adapted to'be secured to the upperportion of a drill' 
string, an outer mandrel telescopically arranged with the} 
inner mandrel and ‘adapted to be isecuredlto the lower‘ 
portion of thedrillstring, a plurality oft-spaced lug'menn ' , 
.bers provided ion-"the inner. peripheryof the outer man 
drel, a plurality of passageways Providedoh-the outer" ' 
periphery of theinne'r mandrel and each oflsaidpassagel I 
waysfhaving one end thereof open'ifor receiving one of1 
the :lugs therein and permitting; removal' of the lugs‘ 
therefrom and having an‘ offset portion provided, with a? 7 
closed end, said‘lugs, being positioned within-‘the offset‘ 7 7 

portions vupon vertical and'rotational movement of the inner mandrel .- with respect" to a the, :outerimandrél :for -' 

locking the‘ mandrelsl in a telescopically‘contracted posi-Qi " i _ 
tion and removed from the offset portionsgand ‘passage 
ways upon a reverse rotational and verticalmovern'ent of i 
the inner mandrelwith respect to‘the outer'mahdrélpro: “' 
viding for‘ a release of the‘locking:"engagementbetween 
the mandrels,imeans cooperating‘ between the mandrels,‘ 
to provide-a driving connection, therebetween'for trans- ' 
mitting rotation from the upper portion of the drill‘str'ing' ' ' 
to the lower portion thereof and comprising a drivebu‘sh'? 
ing provided on the outer mandrel and a, drive portion 
provided on the inner mandrel and spaced above the pas~ 



9 
sageways, said drive portion being of an extended length 
and having a con?guration complementary with the drive 
bushing whereby rotation is transmitted from the inner 
mandrel to the outer mandrel through an extended length 
in the released position of the passageways and lugs for 
permitting vertical ?uctuations of the inner mandrel with 
respect to the outer mandrel, and means precluding a 
complete disengagement of the inner mandrel from the 
outer mandrel. 

10. A telescopic drill joint as set forth in claim 9 and 
including sealing means interposed between the inner 

,te-geso 
1.0 

and outer mandrels for precluding upward passage of 
?uid therebetween to assure e?'icient ?uid circulation 
through the drill joint. 
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